Karl Renz in Berlin, 10th -12th June 2022
English talks only
in Berlin (district Schöneberg), Pestalozzi-Fröbel-Haus (PFH), Musiksaal.
Karl-Schrader-Str. 7a, 10781 Berlin, House 1, 2nd floor (no elevator)
The room will be open from 6 pm on.
Please respect that smoking is allowed out on the street only. (There is a kindergarten on the property.)
Fri. 10th
Sat. 11th
Sun. 12th

7.00 pm –
1.00 pm –
4.00 pm –
7.00 pm –
10.30 am –
2.00 pm –
5.00 pm –

9.00 pm
3.00 pm
6.00 pm
9.00 pm
12.30 pm
4.00 pm
7.00 pm

€ 15,00 each talk
€ 90,00 the hole
weekend

(Metro/Underground) U-Bahn Station: Eisenacher Str. (blue line, U7), Exit Schwäbische Str./Pestalozzi Fröbel
Haus. Approx. 2 Min. walk. You find many Restaurants, Coffee-Shops close by.

For the map go https://www.openstreetmap.org

Further Informations
According to the current Berlin Corona rules (1st April 2022), there are no hygiene regulations for this talks. However, this
may change depending on incidence figures. Please register so that we have your email address and can send a circular email if
anything changes. E-Mail: karltalks2020+22berlin@gmail.com
If you are traveling from abroad, please read the following website https://www.berlin.de/corona/massnahmen/einreisen/.
Unfortunately, this page is not available in English. Please check the actuality every now and then and translate it e.g. with
deepl.com

The chairs are comfortable. Pillows are not available and need to be brought if needed.
The room is warm and has no air conditioning.
Berlin public transport journey planner and maps you will find on www.bvg.de/en
The PFH is located in a residential area and there are only a few accommodations within walking distance.
Located north is the gay party mile (around the Motzstr.). There are some hotels, but it might be noisy in the late evening.
It might be better to look for something near U-Bahn or S-Bahn station. The U-7 (blue) line runs frequently (every 5-10
minutes) and there are several interchange stations. For direction the final station is stated (on U7 it is Rudow or Spandau).
Travel information from A to B can be found here https://sbahn.berlin/en or https://www.bvg.de/en. For further information
check this bvg site. U- and S-Bahn work well. At bus and tram connections, it can come to failures, which should be planned
in to be in time. You can buy tickets on every station at the ticket machines or via App. For the Berlin-Brandenburg airport
you need an ABC ticket .Taxi numbers, for example: Funk Taxi Berlin + 49 (0)30 26 10 26, Taxi Berlin +49 (0)30 20 20 20

Hotels, guesthouses, flats and privat rooms can be booked e.g. via https://www.berlin.de/en/accommodation/, tripadviser.de,
agoda.com, booking.com, hrs.de, momondo.de, https: //www.preiswert-uebernachten.de, http://www.zimmer-inschoeneberg.de/ , https://www.ebab.com (I think one doesn’t need to be guy, just do not mind when the host is), etc. or even
airbnb.com. The Airbnb offers have decreased because Berlin has a pronounced housing shortage. Professional, private rentals
must be registered so that housing is not rented out permanently as holiday apartments.
The prices are from cheap to high. Since Berlin has to accommodate many tourists, it is advisable to book as early as possible.
On the other hand, if you book shortly before arrival, you can make a bargain.

